Abstract. We study normalization of deterministic sequential top-down tree-to-word transducers (stws), that capture the class of deterministic top-down nested-word to word transducers. We identify the subclass of earliest stws (estws) that yield normal forms when minimized. The main result of this paper is an effective normalization procedure for stws. It consists of two stages: we first convert a given stw to an equivalent estw, and then, we minimize the estw.
Introduction
The classical problems on transducers are equivalence, minimization, learning, type checking, and functionality [3, 14, 15, 7] . Except for the latter two questions, one usually studies deterministic transducers because non-determinism quickly leads to fundamental limitations. For instance, equivalence of non-deterministic string transducers is known to be undecidable [9] . We thus follow the tradition to study classes of deterministic transducers. The problems of equivalence, minimization, and learning are often solved using unique normal representation of transformations definable with a transducer from a given class [10, 8, 6, 12] . Normalization i.e., constructing a normal form of a given transducer, has been studied independently for various classes, including string transducers [5, 4] , top-down tree transducers [6] , and bottom-up tree transducers [8] .
In this paper, we study the normalization problem for the class of deterministic sequential top-down tree-to-word transducers (stws). These are finite state machines that traverse the input tree in top-down fashion and at every node produce words obtained by the concatenation of constant words and the results from processing the child nodes. The main motivation to study this model is because tree-to-word transformations are better suited to model general xml transformations as opposed to tree-to-tree transducers [6, 12, 15] . This follows from the observation that general purpose xml transformation languages, like xslt, allow to define transformations from xml documents to arbitrary, not necessarily structured, formats. Also, stw capture a large subclass of deterministic nested-word to word transducers (dn2w), which have recently been the object of an enlivened interest [7, 17, 18] .
Expressiveness of stws suffers from two limitations: 1) every node is visited exactly once, and 2) the nodes are visited in the fix left-to-right preorder traversal of the input tree. Consequently, stws cannot express transformations that reorder the nodes of the input tree or make multiple copies of a part of the input document. Stws remain, however, very powerful and are capable of: concatenation in the output, producing arbitrary context-free languages, deleting inner nodes, and verifying that the input tree belongs to the domain even when deleting parts of it. These features are often missing in tree-to-tree transducers, and for instance, make stws incomparable with the class of top-down tree-to-tree transducers [6, 12] .
Normal forms of transducers are typically obtained in two steps: output normalization followed by machine minimization. A natural way of output normalization is (re)arranging output words among the transitions rules so that the output is produced as soon as possible when reading the input, and thus transducers producing output in this fashion are called earliest. Our method subscribes to this approach but we note that it is a challenging direction that is not always feasible in the context of tree transformations. For instance, it fails for bottom-up tree-to-tree transducers, where ad-hoc solutions need to be employed [8] .
We propose a natural notion of being earliest for stws and define the corresponding class of earliest stws (estws) using easy to verify structural requirements. We present an effective procedure to convert an stw to an equivalent estw. This process is very challenging and requires novel tools on word languages. We point out that while this procedure works in time polynomial in the size of the output estw, we only know a doubly-exponential upper-bound and a single-exponential lower bound of the size of the output estw. This high complexity springs from the fact that the output language of an stw may be an arbitrary context-free language. We also show that minimization of earliest stws is in ptime thanks to a fundamental property: two equivalent estws have essentially the same rules and allow bisimulation. General stws are unlikely to enjoy a similar property because their minimization is np-complete.
Overall, we obtain an effective normalization procedure for stws. Our results also offer an important step towards a better understanding of normalization for dn2ws because stws capture a large class of top-down dn2ws modulo the standard first-child next-sibling encoding, and the conversion from one model to another can be done efficiently [18] . It is a significant result because there exist arguments suggesting that arbitrary dn2ws are unlikely to have natural normal forms [1] . Organization. In Section 2 we present basic notions and introduce stws and estws. Section 3 introduces important tools on word languages and presents an stw to estw conversion algorithm. In Section 4 we deal with minimization of stws and estws. Section 5 summarizes our work and outlines future directions. Because of space restrictions the proofs are placed in appendix.
Linear top-down tree-to-word transducers
A ranked alphabet is a finite set of ranked symbols Σ k¥0 Σ pkq where Σ pkq is the set of k-ary symbols. We assume that every symbol has a unique arity i.e., Σ piq Σ pjq ∅ for i $ j. We use f, g, . . . to range over symbols of non negative arity and a, b, . . . to range over constants i.e., symbols of arity 0. We write f pkq to indicate that f Σ pkq if the arity of f is not known from the context. A tree is a ranked ordered term over Σ. We use t, t 0 , t 1 , . . . to range over trees. For instance, t 0 f pa, gpbqq is a tree over Σ tf p2q , g p1q , a p0q , b p0q u.
For a finite set ∆ of symbols by ∆ * we denote the free monoid on ∆. We write u ¤ v for the concatenation of two words u and v and ε for the empty word. We use a, b, . . . to range over ∆ and u, v, w, . . . to range over ∆ * . For a word w by |w| we denote its length. Given a word u u p ¤ u f ¤ u s , u p is a prefix of u, u f a factor of u, and u s a suffix of u. The longest common prefix of a nonempty set of words W , denoted lcppW q, is the longest word u that is a prefix of every word in W . Analogously, we define the longest common suffix lcspW q.
Definition 1. A deterministic sequential top-down tree-to-word transducer (stw)
is a tuple M pΣ, ∆, Q, init, δq where Σ is a ranked alphabet of input trees, ∆ is a finite alphabet of output words, Q is a finite set of states, init ∆ *
is the initial rule, δ is a partial transition function from Q ¢ Σ to p∆ Qq * such that if δpq, f pkis defined, then it has exactly k occurrences of elements from Q.
By stws we denote the class of deterministic sequential top-down tree-to-word transducers.
In the sequel, if u 0 ¤ q 0 ¤ u 1 is the initial rule, then we call q 0 the initial state. Also, we often view δ as a set of transition rules i.e., a subset of Q ¢ Σ ¢ p∆ Qq * , which allows us to quantify over δ. The semantics of the stw M is defined with the help of auxiliary partial functions T q (for q Q), recursively defined on the structure of trees as follows:
The transformation T M defined by M is a partial function mapping trees over Σ to words over ∆ defined by T M ptq u 0 ¤ T q0 ptq ¤ u 1 , where init u 0 ¤ q 0 ¤ u 1 . Two transducers are equivalent iff they define the same transformation.
Example 1. We fix the input alphabet Σ tf p2q , g p1q , a p0q u and the output alphabet ∆ ta, b, cu. The stw M 1 has the initial rule q 0 and the following transition rules:
n , where m, n ¥ 0, and T M1 is undefined on all other input trees. The stw M 2 has the initial rule p 0 and these transition rules: 3 , gq p 3 , δpp 0 , aq ba, δpp 1 , aq ε, δpp 2 , aq ε, δpp 3 , aq ε. Now, T M2 paq ba and for n ¥ 0, the result of T M2 pfpg m paq, g n paqq is ab for m 0, aab for m 1, and aabab for m ¥ 2; T M2 is undefined for all other input trees. Note that p 3 is a deleting state: it does not produce any output but allows to check that the input tree belongs to the domain on the transducer. ¥
In the sequel, to simplify notation we assume every state belongs to exactly one transducer, and so T q above is defined in unambiguous manner. We consider only trimmed stws i.e., transducers where all states define a nonempty transformation and are accessible form the initial rule. Also, by dom q we denote the set dompT, the domain of T q i.e., the set of trees on which T q is defined, and by L q the range of T q i.e., the set of words returned by T q . For instance, dom q0 tfpg m paq, g n paq | m, n ¥ 0u and L q0 pabcq * acpabcq * . We observe that dom q is a regular tree language and L q is a context-free word language (cfl), and remark that the tree automaton for dom q and the context-free grammar (cfg) for L q are easily obtained from the transducer M in linear time.
Next, we introduce the notion of being earliest that allows us to identify normal forms of transformations definable with stws. It is a challenging task because the notion of being earliest needs to be carefully crafted so that every transducer can be made earliest. Take, for instance, the transformation turn that takes a tree over Σ ta p1q , b p1q , u p0q u and returns the sequence of its labels in the reverse order e.g., turnpapbpbpubba. It is definable with a simple stw.
δpq turn , aturn ¤ a, δpq turn , bturn ¤ b, δpq turn , uq ε.
One way to view the transformation is a preorder traversal of the input tree that produces one output word upon entering the node and another word prior to leaving the node. When analyzing turn from this perspective, the earliest moment to produce any output is when the control reaches u, and in fact, the whole output can be produced at that point because all labels have been seen. This requires storing the label sequence in memory, which is beyond the capabilities of a finite state machine, and thus, turn cannot be captured with a transducer satisfying this notion being earliest. We propose a notion of being earliest that is also based on preorder traversal but with the difference that both output words are specified on entering the node and the output of a node is constructed right before leaving the node. Intuitively, we wish to push up all possible factors in the rules. Clearly, the stw above satisfies the condition. We remark that in some cases the output words in the rule can be placed in several positions, e.g. the rule δpq 1 , g1 ¤ abc in M 1 (Examples 1) can be replaced by δpq 1 , gq abc ¤ q 1 without changing the semantics of M 1 .
Consequently, we need an additional requirement that resolves this ambiguity: intuitively, we wish to push left the words in a rule as much as possible. Definition 2. An stw M pΣ, ∆, Q, init, δq is earliest (estw) iff the following two conditions are satisfied:
(E 1 ) lcppLε and lcspLε for every state q, (E 2 ) lcppL q0 ¤ u 1 q ε for the initial rule u 0 ¤ q 0 ¤ u 1 and for every transition
Intuitively the condition (E 1 ) ensures that no factor can be pushed up in the traversal and (E 2 ) ensures that no factor can be pushed left. We note that (E 1 ) and (E 2 ) can be efficiently checked in an stw because we need only to check that the results of lcp and lcs are ε. The main contribution of this paper follows. produced by this rule starts with a. First, we push the word ab through the state p 3 , and then we push the symbol a through the state p 1 . Pushing through p 3 is easy because it is a deleting state and the rules do not change. Pushing through p 1 requires a recursive push through the states of the rules of p 1 and this affects the rules of p 2 . Finally, we obtain an estw with the initial rule p I 0 and the transition rules 
Output normalization
The first phase of normalization of an stw consists of constructing an equivalent estw, which involves changing the placement of the factors in the rules of the transducer and deals mainly with the output. Consequently, we begin we several notions and constructions inspired by the conditions (E 1 ) and (E 2 ) but set in a simpler setting of word languages. We consider only nonempty languages because in trimmed stws the ranges of the states are always nonempty, and when investigating the feasibility of the constructions, we consider cfls only.
Reducing languages
Enforcement of (E 1 ) corresponds to what we call constructing the reduced decomposition of a language. A nonempty language L is reduced iff lcppLq ε and lcspLq ε. Note that the assumption that we work with nonempty language is essential here. Now, take a nonempty language L, that is not necessarily reduced. We decompose it into its reduced core CorepLq and two words LeftpLq and RightpLq such that CorepLq is reduced and
We observe that multiple decompositions are possible. For instance, L ta, abau has two decompositions L a ¤ tε, bau ¤ ε and L ε ¤ tε, abu ¤ a. We resolve the ambiguity by choosing the former decomposition because it is consistent with (E 1 ) and (E 2 ) which indicate to push to the left. Formally, LeftpLq lcppLq and RightpLq lcspL I q, where L LeftpLq ¤L I . The reduced core CorepLq is obtained from (1) . As an example, the reduced decomposition of L q0 pabcq * acpabcq * from Example 1 is LeftpL q0 q a, RightpL q0 q c, and CorepL q0 q pbcaq * pcbaq * . It is a folklore result that if L is a cfl, then lcppLq (and lcspLq) can be of size exponential in the size of the grammar defining L (cf. Example 4). Consequently, the lower bound for computing the reduced core is exponential. We remark, however, that the reduced decomposition can be computed in time polynomial in |LeftpLq| |RightpLq|.
Pushing words through languages
In this subsection, we work with nonempty and reduced languages only. Condition (E 2 ) introduces the problem that we call pushing words through languages. To illustrate it, suppose we have a language L tε, a, aa, aaabu and a word w aab, which together give L ¤ w taab, aaab, aaaab, aaabaabu. The goal is to find the longest prefix v of w such that L ¤ w v ¤ L I ¤ u, where w v ¤ u and L I is some derivative of L. Intuitively speaking, we wish to push (a part of) the word w forward i.e., from right to left, through the language L. In the example above, the solution is v aa and L I tε, a, aa, abaau (note that L I is different from L). In this section, we show that this process is always feasible and for cfls it is constructive.
The result of pushing a word w through a language L will consist of three words: pushpL, wq the longest part of w that can be pushed through L, restpL, wq the part that cannot be pushed through, and offsetpL, wq a special word that allows to identify the corresponding derivative of L. There are three classes of languages that need to be considered, which we present next together with an outline of how the pushing is done.
First is the trivial language L tεu e.g., the range of the state p 3 of M 2 in Example 1. This language allows every word to be pushed through and it never changes in the process i.e., the derivative is the same language. For instance, if w 0 ab, then pushpL p3 , w 0 q ab, restpL p3 , w 0 q ε, and offsetpL p3 , w 0 q ε.
Second class consists of non-trivial periodic languages, essentially languages contained in the Kleene closure of some period word. An example is L q1 pabcq * tε, abc, abcabc, . . .u whose period is abc. Periodic languages allow to push multiplicities of the period and then some prefix of the period e.g., if we take w 1 abcabcaba, then pushpL q1 , w 1 q abcabcab and restpL q1 , w 1 q a. The offset here is the corresponding prefix of the period: offsetpL q1 , w 1 q ab.
The third class contains all remaining languages i.e., non-trivial non-periodic languages. Interestingly, we show that for a language in this class there exists a word that is the longest word that can be pushed fully through the language, and furthermore, every other word that can be pushed through is a prefix of this word. For instance, take L p1 tε, a, aabu from Example 1 and note that aa is the longest word that can be pushed through. If we take w 2 ab, then we get pushpL p1 , w 2 q a and restpL p1 , w 2 q b. Here, the offset is the prefix of aa that has been already pushed through: offsetpL p1 , w 2 q a. Note that this class also contains the languages that do not permit any pushing through e.g., L p0 tba, ab, aab, aababu does not allow pushing through because it contains two words that start with a different symbol.
We now define formally the pushing process. First, for L ∆ * we define the set of words that can be pushed through L:
For instance, Shovel pL p1 q tε, a, aau and Shovel pL q0 q pabcq * ¤ tε, a, abu. We note that Shovel ptεuq ∆ * and Shovel pLq always contains at least one element ε because L is assumed to be nonempty. Also, as we prove in appendix, Shovel pLq is prefix-closed and totally ordered by the prefix relation.
Next, we define periodic languages (cf. [13] Offsets play a central role in the output normalization procedure, which is feasible thanks to the following result. 
Pushing words backwards
Until now, we have considered the problem of pushing a word through a language from right to left. However, in Example 1 if we consider the second occurrence of q 1 in the rule δpq 0 , f1 ¤ ac ¤ q 1 , we realize that pushing words in the opposite direction needs to be investigated as well. These two processes are dual but before showing how, we present a natural extension of the free monoid ∆ * to a pregroup (or groupoid) G ∆ . It allows to handle pushing in two directions in a unified manner and simplifies the presentation of the output normalization algorithm.
A pregroup of words over ∆ is the set G ∆ ∆ * tw ¡1 | w ∆ u, where w ¡1 is a term representing the inverse of an nonempty word w. This set comes with two operators, a unary inverse operator: pwq ¡1 w ¡1 , ε ¡1 ε, and pw ¡1 q ¡1 w for w ∆ * , and a partial extension of the standard concatenation that satisfies the following equations (complete definition in appendix): w ¡1 ¤w ε and w ¤w ¡1 ε for w ∆ * , and v ¡1 ¤ u ¡1 puvq ¡1 for u, v ∆ * . We note that some expressions need to be evaluated diligently e.g., ab ¤ pcbq ¡1 ¤ cd ab ¤ b ¡1 ¤ c ¡1 ¤ cd ad, while some are undefined e.g., ab ¤ a ¡1 . In the sequel, we use w, u, v, . . . to range over ∆ * only and z, z 1 , . . . to range over elements of G ∆ . Now, we come back to pushing a word w backwards through L, which consists
We view this process as pushing the inverse w ¡1 through L i.e., we wish to find u ¤ v w such that
But to define pushing backwards more properly we use another perspective based on the standard reverse operation of a word e.g., pabcq rev cba. Namely, pushing w backwards through L is essentially pushing Because the output normalization procedure works on stws and not languages, to prove its correctness we need a stronger statement treating independently every word of the language.
Proposition 3. Given a reduced and nonempty language L ∆ * and z G ∆ , for any word u L u ¤ z pushpL, zq ¤ poffsetpL, zq ¡1 ¤ u ¤ offsetpL, zqq ¤ restpL, zq.
Output normalization algorithm
We fix an stw M pΣ, ∆, Q, init, δq and introduce the following macros: L q CorepL, Leftpqq LeftpL, Rightpqq RightpL, pushpq, zq pushpL q , zq, offsetpq, zq offsetpL q , zq, restpq, zq restpL q , zq. Also, let Offsetspqq toffsetpq, zq | z G ∆ u and note that by Proposition 2 it is finite. The constructed stw M I pΣ, ∆, Q I , init I , δ I q has the following states Q I txq, wy | q Q, w Offsetspqqu.
Our construction ensures that T M T M I and for every q Q, every z Offsetspqq, and every t dom q T xq,zy ptq 
where (for convenience of the presentation) we let Rightpp 0 q ε. We remark that not all states in Q I are reachable from the initial rule and in fact the conversion procedure can identify the reachable states on the fly. This observation is the basis of a conversion algorithm polynomial in the size of the output.
Example 3. We normalize the stw M 1 from Example 1. The initial rule q 0 becomes a ¤ xq 0 , εy ¤ c with Leftpq 0 q a and Rightpq 0 q c being pushed up from q 0 but with nothing pushed through q 0 . The construction of the state xq 0 , εy triggers the normalization algorithm for the rule δpq 0 , f1 ¤ac¤q 1 with Leftpq 0 q a and Rightpq 0 q c to be retracted from left and right side resp. (and nothing pushed through since z ε). This process can be viewed as a taking the left hand side of the original rule with the inverses of retracted words a ¡1 ¤ q 1 ¤ ac ¤ q 1 ¤ c ¡1 and pushing words forward as much as possible, which gives a ¡1 ¤q 1 ¤ac¤c ¡1 ¤xq 1 , c ¡1 y and then a ¡1 ¤a¤xq 1 , ay ¤xq 1 , c ¡1 y. This gives δ I pxq 0 , εy, f q xq 1 , ay ¤xq 1 , c ¡1 y. Note that while Offsetspq 1 q tpbcq ¡1 , c ¡1 , ε, a, abu, only two states are constructed.
Next, we need to construct rules for the new state xq 1 , ay with z a and Leftpq 1 q Rightpq 1 q ε. We start with the rule δpq 1 , aq ε and to its left hand side we add a ¡1 at the beginning and a at its end: a ¡1 ¤ ε ¤ a ε, which yields the rule δ I pxq 1 , ay, aq ε. Now, for the rule δpq 1 , g1 ¤ abc we obtain the expression a ¡1 ¤ q 1 ¤ abca. Recall that L q1 pabcq * is a periodic language, and so pushpq 1 , abcaq abca, restpq 1 , abcaq ε, and offsetpq 1 , abcaq a. Consequently, we obtain the rule δ I pxq 1 , ay, gq bca ¤xq 1 , ay. Here, it is essential to use the offsets to avoid introducing a redundant state xq 1 , abcay and entering an infinite loop. Similarly, we obtain: δ I pxq 1 , c ¡1 y, gq cab ¤ xq 1 , c ¡1 y and δ I pxq 1 , c ¡1 y, aq ε. ¥ Theorem 2. For an stw M let M I be the stw obtained with the method described above. Then, M I is equivalent to M and satisfies (E 1 ) and (E 2 ). Furthermore, M I can be constructed in time polynomial in the size M I , which is at most doubly-exponential in the size of M .
Exponential upper bound
First, we show that the size of a rule may increase exponentially.
Example 4. For n ¥ 0 define an stw M n over the input alphabet Σ tf p2q , a p0q u with the initial rule q 0 , and these transition rules (with 1 ¤ i ¤ n):
The transformation defined by M n maps a perfect binary tree of height n to a string a 2 n . M n is not earliest. To make it earliest we need to replace the initial rule by a 2 n ¤ q 0 px 0 q and the last transition rule by δpq n , aq ε.
¥
The next example shows that also the number of states may become exponential.
Example 5. For n ¥ 0 and take the stw N n with Σ tg p1q
0 u, the initial rule q 0 , and these transition rules (with 0 ¤ i n):
While the size of this transducer is exponential in n, one can easily compress the exponential factors 2 2 i and obtain an stw of size linear in n (cf. Example 4). M n satisfies (E 1 ) but it violates (E 2 ), and defines the following transformation.
The normalized version N I n has the initial rule xq 0 , εy and these transition rules:
where 0 ¤ i n, 0 ¤ j 2 i , and 0 ¤ k 2 n . ¥
Minimization
In this section we investigate the problem of minimizing the size of a transducer. Here, we need to specify the exact meaning of the size of an stw. The size of a rule is the sum of the lengths of words and the number of occurrences of the states it uses including its left hand side e.g., the size of δpq 0 , f1 ¤ ac ¤ q 1 is 1 1 1 2 1 6. The size of an stw is the sum of the number of its states and the sizes of its rules. Minimization of estws is simple and relies on testing the equivalence of estws known to be in ptime [18] . For an estw M the minimization procedure constructs a binary equivalence relation M on states such that q M q I iff T q T q I. The result of minimization is the quotient transducer M { M obtained by choosing in every equivalence class C of M exactly one representative state q C, and then replacing in rules of M every state of C by q.
To show that the obtained estw is minimal among all estws defining the same transformation, we use an auxiliary result stating that all estws defining the same transformation use rules with the same distribution of the output words and allow bisimulation.
First, some auxiliary notions. A labeled path is a word over k¡0 Σ pkq ¢ t1, . . . , ku, which identifies a node in a tree together with the labels of its ancestors: ε is the root node and if a node π is labeled with f , then π ¤ pf, iq is its i-th child. By pathsptq we denote the set of paths of a tree t. For instance, for t 0 f pa, gpbqq we get pathspt 0 q tε, pf, 1q, pf, 2q, pf, 2q ¤ pg, 1qu. We extend the transition function δ to identify the state reached at a path π: δpq, εand δpq, π ¤ pf, ii , where δpq, πI and
we can state the lemma of interest. Lemma 1. Take two estws M pΣ, ∆, Q, init, δq and M I pΣ, ∆, Q I , init I , δ I q defining the same transformation T T M1 T M2 and let init u 0 ¤ q 0 ¤ u 1 and init I u I 0 ¤ q I 0 ¤ u I 1 . Then, u 0 u I 0 and u 1 u I 1 , and for every π pathspdompT qq, we let q δpq 0 , πq and q I δ I pq I 0 , πq, and we have 1. T q T q I, 2. δpq, f q is defined if and only if δ I pq I , f q is, for every f Σ, and
The proof is inductive and relies on properties (E 1 ) and (E 2 ), and the determinism of the transducers. We show the correctness of our minimization algorithm by observing that it produces an estw whose size is smaller than the input one, and Lemma 1 essentially states that the result of minimization of two equivalent transducers is the same transducer (modulo state renaming). This also proves Theorem 1.
Theorem 3. Minimization of estws is in ptime.
We also point out that Lemma 1 (with M M I ) allows to devise a simpler and more efficient minimization algorithm along the lines of the standard dfa minimization algorithm [11] : use pairs of rules with different distribution of words to identify pairs of states that are not equivalent and iteratively propagate this information to other states.
In stws the output words may be arbitrarily distributed among the rules, which is the main pitfall of minimizing general stws. This difficulty is unlikely to be overcome as suggested by the following result.
Theorem 4. Minimization of stws i.e., deciding whether for an stw M and k ¥ 0 there exists an equivalent stw M I of size at most k, is np-complete.
Conclusions and future work
We have presented an effective normalization procedure for stws, a subclass of top-down tree-to-word transducers closely related to a large subclass of nestedword to word transducers. One natural continuation of this work is find whether it can be extended to a Myhill-Nerode theorem for the class of transformations definable with stws, and then, to a polynomial learning algorithm. Also, the question of exact complexity of the normalization remains open. It would also be interesting to find out to what extend compression methods [16] could be used to improve the complexity of normalization. Finally, the model of stws can be generalized to allow arbitrary non-sequential rules and multiple passes over the input tree.
A Appendix

A.1 Proof of Proposition 1
Below we present an alternative characterization of periodic languages which will be useful later on. This result is a direct consequence of Proposition 1.3.2 in [13] .
Proposition 4.
A language L is periodic iff any pair of its words commute i.e.,
We also present several observations about the shoveling capabilities of a reduced language.
Fact 1 Shovel pLq is nonempty for any language L.
Proof. In fact, the empty word is a common prefix of any (even empty) set of words, and thus ε Shovel pLq for any L. Proof. If a ¤ w Shovel pLq, then a is the first letter of every nonempty word in L, and since L is reduced, L must contain the empty word, or otherwise lcppLq would not be ε. Proof. Showing that Shovel pLq is prefix-closed follows from the definition. Take any w Shovel pLq and a prefix w I of w whose length is |w I | k. Now, fix a word v L and observe that w is a prefix of v ¤ w. Since w I is a prefix of w, then v ¤ w I is a prefix of v ¤ w and furthermore v ¤ w I is of length at least k. Consequently, w I is a prefix of v ¤ w I . We show that Shovel pLq is ordered with a simple induction over the length of words in Shovel pLq. Take two words w ¤ a, w ¤ b Shovel pLq. Since L is nontrivial, there is some nonempty word u L. Now, w ¤ a is a prefix of u ¤ w ¤ a and w ¤ b is a prefix of u ¤ w ¤ b. Since u has length at least 1, both w ¤ a and w ¤ b are prefixes of u ¤ w. Consequently, a b. For the only if part we point out that Proposition 4 characterises nontrivial periodic languages as exactly those that self-commute i.e., a nontrivial L is periodic iff w 1 ¤ w 2 w 2 ¤ w 1 for any two words w 1 , w 2 L.
First, we observe that by Fact 2 ε L. Next, take any w 1 , w 2 L. Since Shovel pLq is infinite, there exists a word v Shovel pLq whose length is greater than |w 1 | |w 2 |. In addition we remark that v is a prefix of v, w 1 ¤ v, and w 2 ¤ v. This allows us to infer that v w 1 ¤ v I and v w 2 ¤ v P , which implies that w 1 ¤ v w 1 ¤ w 2 ¤ v P and w 2 ¤ v w 2 ¤ w 1 ¤ v I . Since the length of v is greater than |w 1 | |w 2 |, the aforementioned two words agree on the first |w 1 | |w 2 | letters and hence w 1 ¤ w 2 w 2 ¤ w 1 .
¥
A.2 Proof of Proposition 2
Recall the definitions of pushpL, wq, restpL, wq, and offsetpL, wq for a language nonempty language L and a word w in three cases with s max ¤ prefix pPrefixpwq Shovel pLqq:
The fact that the set of offsets O toffsetpL, wq | w ∆ * u is finite follows directly from the definitions in all three cases. We just show that this set can be constructed in time doubly-exponential in the size of a context-free grammar G defining L. The algorithms outlined below allow also to classify the case the language L belongs to.
For the case 0 o we note that the condition L tεu can be easily checked on G by testing that every (reachable) nonterminal of G does not produce the nonempty word. This can be done with a simple closure algorithm working in time polynomial in the size of G.
We handle the remaining two cases together and let w min a shortest word in L. First, we observe that L is periodic if and only if its primitive period Period pLq is also the primitive period of w min . Now, let v be the shortest prefix v of w min such that w min v k for some k ¡ 0 (possibly equal to w min ). One can easily see that Period ptw min uq is the shortest prefix v of w min such that w min v k for some
We observe that w min may be of length exponential in the size of G (cf. Example 4), and that may be also the length of v. Testing the inclusion L v * , when G is a cfg defining L, can be done using standard automata techniques: we construct a push-down automaton A G defining L, a dfa A v defining v * , and its complement A e v defining ∆ * zv * . Now, we take the product P A G ¢ A e v and test it for emptiness. Clearly, L v * iff P defines an empty language. As for complexity, we note that the size of A G is polyp|G|q, the sizes of A v and A e v are polyp|v|q expp|G|q, and thus the product automaton P is of size expp|G|q. If L is periodic, then O Prefix pPeriodpLqq Prefix pvq and its size is singleexponential in the size of G. If L is not periodic, then the test described above fails i.e., P is nonempty and accepts an non-empty word w 0 . Note that because P is a push-down automaton whose size is expp|G|q the shortest word recognized by P may be of size doubly-exponential in the size of G. We claim that if a word can be pushed through L, then it cannot be longer than w 0 . The proof is combinatorial and we omit it here.
A.3 Definition of the pregroup of words over ∆
A pregroup is a set G with two operations: the unary inverse operator ¥ ¡1 : G Ñ G and a partially defined binary operation ¥¤¥ that takes a pair of elements of G and returns an element of G (or is undefined). Additionally, the following conditions need to be satisfied (for z, z I , z P G):
Associativity: if both z ¤ z I and z I ¤ z P are defined, then both pz ¤ z I q ¤ z P and z ¤ pz I ¤ z P q are defined and equal. Inverse: z ¤ z ¡1 and z ¡1 ¤ z are defined. Annihilation: if z ¤ z I is defined, then z ¤ z I ¤ pz I q ¡1 z and z ¡1 ¤ z ¤ z I z I . The pregroup of words over ∆ is the set G ∆ ∆ * tw ¡1 | w ∆ u, where w ¡1 represents the inverse of an nonempty word w. The inverse operator is defined as: pwq ¡1 w ¡1 , ε ¡1 ε, and pw ¡1 q ¡1 w, for w ∆. The concatenation operator is an extension of the standard word concatenation to inverse elements as follows:
the result is undefined in all other cases where one argument of concatenation is an inverse.
A.4 Proof of Proposition 3
To prove Proposition 3 we distinguish 3 cases: L is trivial or L is periodic and non trivial or L is non periodic. If L is trivial, then pushpL, zq restpL, zq offsetpL, zq ε and the proposition holds.
Let us assume that L is periodic and non trivial. Let us recall that pushpL, wq which is also a prefix of w. Note that for any prefix u of a word v we have u ¤pu ¡1 ¤vq v. Any word u in L is of the form p k for some k ¡ 0, and we have pushpL, wq¤poffsetpL, wq ¡1 ¤ u ¤ offsetpL, wqq ¤ restpL, wq p 
rev is a suffix of p, this gives p k ¤ w ¡1 u ¤ w ¡1 and the lemma holds. Consider L is non periodic and the case where z w ∆ * . Then there exists some word s such that Shovel pLq Prefix psq. In this case, pushpL, wq lcpptw, suq and therefore pushpL, wq is a prefix of s. We obtain that offsetpL, wq pushpL, wq and thus for all u L we have pushpL, wq ¤ poffsetpL, wq ¡1 ¤ u ¤ offsetpL, wqq¤restpL, wq pushpL, wq¤ppushpL, wq ¡1 ¤u¤pushpL, wqq¤pushpL, wq ¡1 w. Recall that pushpL, wq is in Shovel pLq and by the definition of Shovel we have that pushpL, wq is a prefix of u¤pushpL, wq. Also, pushpL, wq is a prefix of w. Thus pushpL, wq ¤ ppushpL, wq ¡1 ¤ u ¤ pushpL, wqq ¤ pushpL, wq ¡1 w u ¤ w.
The case where z w ¡1 and w ∆ * is similar. There exists some word s such Proof. We only prove 1 since 2 is a consequence of 1. If ε L then ε w ¡1 ¤ L ¤ w and the proposition is trivial. Otherwise, there exists two words u and v that differ on the first letter. But in this case OffsetspLq is reduced to ε and the proposition is also trivially true. ¥ Lemma 2. For every q Q, every z Offsetspqq, and every t dompqq T xq,zy ptq z ¡1 ¤ Leftpqq ¡1 ¤ T q ptq ¤ Rightpqq ¡1 ¤ z
Proof. Rules are built using the following algorithm.
We prove the lemma by induction on the structure of terms.
For the base case, we consider constants and therefore rules of the form δ I pxq, zy, aq u and T q paq u. The algorithm justs realizes the affectation 4 :
u I z ¡1 ¤ Leftpqq ¡1 ¤ u ¤ Rightpqq ¡1 ¤ z Therefore T xq,zy paq z ¡1 ¤ Leftpqq ¡1 ¤ u ¤ Rightpqq ¡1 ¤ z and the lemma holds.
Let us now consider a term t f pt 1 , . . . , t k q, a word z and a rule δpq, f q u 0 ¤ q 1 ¤ ¤ ¤ q k ¤ u k . Let us assume as our induction hypothesis that Equation (2) holds for each subterm in t 1 , . . . , t k . We need to prove that:
Proof. By induction hypothesis, we develop T q I i pt i q offsetpq i , z i q ¡1 ¤ Leftpq i q ¡1 ¤ T qi pt i q¤Rightpq i q ¡1 ¤offsetpq i , z i q. We observe that Leftpq i q ¡1 ¤T qi pt i q¤Rightpq i q ¡1 is a word ofL qi , thus we conclude using Proposition 3. ¥
We prove the following invariant of the algorithm for every 1 ¤ i ¤ k:
We proceed by induction on i from k to 1. For the base case i k we have:
Thus the invariant (3) holds for the base case. Let us now consider it holds for
This proves the invariant. Now, since u I 0 z ¡1 ¤ Leftpqq ¡1 ¤ z 0 , we obtain that
Proof. To prove (E 1 ), we need to prove that L xq,zy is reduced. By previous lemma, we have for every q Q, every z Offsetspqq, and every t dompqq L xq,zy z ¡1 ¤ Leftpqq ¡1 ¤ L q ¤ Rightpqq ¡1 ¤ z Since z Offsetspqq, then z w Shovel pLor z w ¡1 with w Shovel pL rev. The languages Leftpqq ¡1 ¤L q ¤Rightpqq ¡1 L q are reduced. Therefore using Proposition 6, we obtain that (E 1 ) is satisfied. ¥ Lemma 4. Let L be a reduced language. For any w Prefix pLeftpL¤L Iwe have w Prefix pL I q, pushpL, wq w and restpL, wq ε. Proof. If w ε then the lemma is trivial. Otherwise, we know that ε L otherwise L would not be reduced. Hence, w is a common prefix of all words in L I . Therefore, L ¤ w has also w as a common prefix and by definition w Shovel pLq. It follows that pushpL, wq w and restpL, wq ε.
¥
Lemma 5. For any rule δ I pxq, zy, f q u I 0 ¤q I
Proof. We consider a rule δ I pxq, zy, f
We essentially have to show that for all z i computed by the normalisation algorithm, if z i w ¡1 i with w i ∆ * , then
Let us consider L i defined by: . Given a reduced language L ∆ * and a word z G ∆ lcpppoffsetpL, zq ¡1 ¤ L ¤ offsetpL, zqq ¤ restpL, zqq ε Proof. Let us consider the case where z w ∆ * , the other case being symmetric.
Let us remark using Lemma 6, that L I offsetpL, zq ¡1 ¤L¤offsetpL, zq is reduced.
If L I does not contain ε then the Lemma is trivial. So let us consider the case where ε L I .
We prove the lemma by contradiction and consider u $ ε such that u lcpppoffsetpL, wq ¡1 ¤ L ¤ offsetpL, wqq ¤ restpL, wqq. Let v pushpL, wq ¤ u. We prove that v is a prefix of w. Indeed, since ε L I , u is a prefix of restpL, wq pushpL, wq ¡1 ¤w. Using Proposition 3, we have that v is a common prefix of L ¤w. Therefore, v belongs to Shovel pLq. This contradicts the fact that is the maximum prefix of w that belongs to Shovel pLq. First, note that for every t dompT q we have that T M1 ptq u 0 ¤ T q0 ptq ¤ u 1 u I 0 ¤ T q I 0 ptq ¤ u I 1 T M2 ptq.
Therefore, u 0 is a prefix of u I 0 or u I M ϕ and M V are equivalent because V is the witness of ϕ SAT 1 and we observe that the size of M V is exactly 4k 12n 2.
For the if part, take the stw M I that is equivalent to M ϕ and whose size is 4k 6n 2. Let w 0 ¤ q 0 px 0 q ¤ w 1 be its initial rule, and observe that both w 0 and w 1 are ε because T ϕ phq ε.
We observe that M needs to have at least 1 2n states because it is the MyhillNerode index of the tree language dompT ϕ q. Consequently, M needs to have at least 1. 1 initial rule of size 1, 2. k transition rules of arity 3 with the symbols f j , 3. 3n transition rules of arity 2 with the symbols g j i , 4. n transition rules of arity 0 with the symbols o i , 5. n transition rules of arity 0 with the symbols z i , and 6. 1 transition rules of arity 0 with the symbol h.
The size of all rules without counting the output strings is (at least) 4k 11n 2. Thus, it remains n tokens s that need to be distributed among the rules. We claim that tokens are attributed to the rules with the symbols o i and z i only: one token to either o i or z i only for every 1 ¤ i ¤ n. This follows from an involved combinatorial argument omitted here. The distribution of the tokens is used to construct a valuation V witnessing ϕ SAT 1 .
np-completeness follows from the fact that testing the equivalence of stws is known to be in ptime [18] . Thus a non deterministic Turing machine needs to guess an stw M I whose size is lower than mint|M |, Ku and then test the equivalence of M and M I . 
